TANDEM CHUTE AND HOPPER LINERS

CHARGE END
MTM / LONDON HOPPER LINER
5/16" THICK - TAN-982
(ref: GAI-046)

DISCHARGE END
LONDON MAIN CHUTE LINER
5/16" THICK - TAN-984
(ref: GAI-048)

DISCHARGE END
MTM MAIN CHUTE LINER
5/16" THICK - TAN-983
(ref: GAI-047)

CHARGE END
ADVANCE FEED HOPPER LINER
5/16" THICK - TAN-1061
1/2" THICK - TAN-663

CHARGE END
OSHKOSH HOPPER LINER
5/16" THICK - TAN-1131
1/2" THICK - TAN-929

DISCHARGE END
MTM DUMP CHUTE LINER
1/2" THICK - TAN-494
CAST TO SHAPE

DISCHARGE END
ROSS DUMP CONE LINER
3/4" THICK - RSS-155
82" DIA x 23" DIA x 46" TALL
(SEE ENGINEERING FOR ALT. SIZES)

BMH DISCHARGE CHUTE LINER
3/4" THICK - BHM-005
5/8" THICK - BHM-016

DISCHARGE END
BMH DISCHARGE HOPPER LINER
1" THICK - BHM-001